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Space Vehicle Testing 
Charlotte Ann Belsick 
 
 Requirement verification and validation is a critical component of building 
and delivering space vehicles with testing as the preferred method. This Master’s 
Project presents the space vehicle test process from planning through test design 
and execution. It starts with an overview of the requirements, validation, and 
verification. The four different verification methods are explained including 
examples as to what can go wrong if the verification is done incorrectly. Since the 
focus of this project is on test, test verification is emphasized. The philosophy 
behind testing, including the “why” and the methods, is presented. The different 
levels of testing, the test objectives, and the typical tests are discussed in detail. 
Descriptions of the different types of tests are provided including configurations 
and test challenges. While most individuals focus on hardware only, software is 
an integral part of any space product. As such, software testing, including 
mistakes and examples, is also presented. Since testing is often not performed 
flawlessly the first time, sections on anomalies, including determining root cause, 
corrective action, and retest is included. A brief discussion of defect detection in 
test is presented. 
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Inspection R R R R R R R R R R R
Specification 
Performance 
R R R R R R R R R R ER 
Leakage ER – R – R R R R R – – 
Shock R ER ER ER R ER ER ER ER ER ER 
All units fall into one or more of 
these categories
Vibration 
      or 
Acoustic 
R R R R R R R R R R ER 
Acceleration ER ER ER ER ER – ER – – ER ER 
Thermal Cycle R ER ER ER R ER ER ER ER ER ER 
“R” = Required Test
Thermal Vacuum R R R R R R R R R R – 
Climatic ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER 
Pressure ER – ER – R R R ER ER – – 
EMC R R ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER




Life ER ER R ER R R ER R ER ER ER 
Burst Pressure – – ER – R R R R ER – – 
Static Load  ER ER ER ER R – ER – – – R 
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“–” = No test required
Ref: TR-2004(8583)-1 Rev A (MIL-STD 1540E) 
More Information is Available































Inspection R R R R R R R R R R R 
Specification 




Leakage ER – R – R R R R R – – 
Shock R ER ER ER R ER ER ER ER ER ER 
Vibration 
      or 
Acoustic
R R R R R R R R R R ER 
xample:  Associated requirements references for pressure testing (Section 2)
AIAA S-080-1998 Space Systems-Metallic Pressure Vessels, Pressurized Structures 
and Pressure Components
AIAA S 081 2000 Space Systems Composite Overwrapped Pressure Vessels 
Acceleration ER ER ER ER ER – ER – – ER ER 
Thermal Cycle R ER ER ER R ER ER ER ER ER ER 
Thermal Vacuum R R R R R R R R R R – 
Climatic ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER
 - -  -    
Pressure ER – ER – R R R ER ER – – 
EMC R R ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER 
Life ER ER R ER R R ER R ER ER ER 
Burst Pressure – – ER – R R R R ER – –
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– Pass implies that all required aspects are met
• Doing a test or other verification activity is not the same as passing it 













Max velocity v, the velocity at burnout = 
v = √([T - M*g] / k) *[1-exp(- 2*k* √([T - M*g] / k)/M *t)] / 
[1+exp(- 2*k* √([T - M*g] / k)/M *t)]
where T = thrust t = burn time      
k = wind factors M= mass
g = gravity acceleration
Do the math (dry lab it)
Measure it
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Medium Fidelity Demo 
(The Practical)
Photo courtesy of NASA
Photo courtesy of Lockheed Martin
   
Photo courtesy of NASA
Hi h Fid lit DL Fid lit D
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g  e y emo 
(The Ideal)





















































v = √([T - M*g]
F=ma =P/a
• Mathematical or logical treatment of data using appropriate 
models simulation calculations etc to reach conclusions that
   
 ,  ,  ,  .         
are not directly obtainable from measurements
– Need to validate the model
• Preferred method when   
– A heritage (or sufficiently established) design or technology is used
– A test or demonstration is impractical or impossible
– The analytical method is of sufficient fidelity to reflect the specific                     
requirement being verified
– Verifying entire requirements “space” could result in damage to the 






v = √([T - M*g]
F=ma =P/a
• Network downlink capability
A l i i di t d t bl f thi ith bit t 1 10 6 b tt
   
– na ys s  n ca e  sys em capa e o   s w    error ra e   x  ‐ or  e er
– Validation test showed analysis off by 3 orders of magnitude or more












response to a defined stimulus under controlled conditions             
• Preferred method
• Must test


























inherent limitations in the method or constraints           
– Especially for high level requirements
• Analysis and Test are the most common methods combined to 




v = √([T M*g]
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• System ‐ integrated set of subsystems capable of
System
Subsystem





























possible where perceptiveness is the
Pre‐Launch 



















hardware and software   
– Understand limitations and impacts of non‐flight articles
• Not everything can be tested but do the best you can
– Decide what is NOT done and understand the associated risks and impacts                   
– Supplement with other verification methods
• What can’t be tested, tested well, or tested feasibly







Start with minimum set and 
dd i d d
Approach 1:
Start with all tests and delete 






























planning during the earliest stages of the system life cycle                 
– Levels of software and system integration for space and ground
– Integration levels where requirements will be verified











• Validate/demonstrate the evolution of designs from the             
conceptual phase to the operational phase
– New design concepts 
– Application of proven concepts and techniques to a new configuration                 
– Technology insertion 
– Characterize engineering parameters, gather data




























• Demonstrate conformance to subset of specification requirements           
• Provide quality‐control assurance against workmanship or 
material deficiencies
Intended to stress screen items to precipitate incipient failures due to latent–                        
defects in parts, materials, and workmanship
• Performed at MPE





that hasn’t been demonstrated in a flight‐like manner on the                   
ground
– Don’t want first occurrence of operation to be experienced in space
– Test in same order and same conditions like it is used (flown)                     
• Recommended approach to verification and validation and 
associated risk decision making
Involves system engineers hardware and software engineers test creators–     ,        ,    , 
mission designers, operations personnel, and those charged with 
independent evaluation of design verification























key government and contractor
• Simulations, Models and Testbeds 
– Computer driven simulators for 


















































Th N Fli ht It C B V H d
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ese on- g  ems an e ery an y…
















Non-flight Hardware Can be Upgraded to Flight
Test Related Issues
• Minimal planning
• Don’t understand the UUT     
• Don’t have documented steps
• Don’t have clear criteria including tolerances





























































• Install before 




















• Remove before 
flight
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Subsystem Assemble Test Selloff













i i f h d ior  mpa rment o  t e  es gn use
• Test Objective
S f k hi d l d f– creen  or wor mans p an   atent parts  e ects 
– Verify part specification performance
51Belsick AERO 399 Master Project













– 59 of the 82 (72%) could have been detected at card level
Courtesy of NASA
                     
• Computer industry routinely screens populated boards for defects
52Belsick AERO 399 Master Project







































Inspection R R R R R R R R R R R
Specification 
Performance 
R R R R R R R R R R ER 
Leakage ER – R – R R R R R – – 
Shock R ER ER ER R ER ER ER ER ER ER 
Vibration 
      or 
Acoustic 
R R R R R R R R R R ER 
Acceleration ER ER ER ER ER – ER – – ER ER 
Thermal Cycle R ER ER ER R ER ER ER ER ER ER 
Thermal Vacuum R R R R R R R R R R – 
Climatic ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER 
Pressure ER – ER – R R R ER ER – – 
EMC R R ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER
Life ER ER R ER R R ER R ER ER ER 
Burst Pressure – – ER – R R R R ER – – 
Static Load  ER ER ER ER R – ER – – – R 
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Electronic Antenna MMA Array Battery Component Component Thruster Thermal Optical Components
Inspection R R R R R R R R R R R 
Wear-In -- -- R - ER R -- R -- -- -- 
Specification 
Performance R R R R R R R R R R ER  
Leakage ER ER R – R R R R -- – – 
Shock ER ER ER -- ER ER -- ER -- ER -- 
Vibration 
      or 
Aco stic
R R R R R R ER R -- R ER 
u  
Thermal Cycle R ER ER ER ER ER -- ER ER ER -- 
Thermal Vacuum R R R R R R ER R R R – 
Proof Pressure ER -- ER -- R R R ER -- -- -- 
P f L d ER ER ER ER ER ER ER ER Rroo  oa  -- --  
EMC ER ER -- ER ER ER -- -- -- -- -- 
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Ref: TR-2004(8583)-1 Rev A (MIL-STD 1540E) Table 6.3-2 
Typical Unit Test Sequence
Inspection Specification Performance Leak Shock
Wear-in 
(Acceptance)
















(Q lifi ti ) I tiSpecification 
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(Qualification)
ua ca on nspec onPerformance
Unit Test Margins and Duration
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units that perform one or more prescribed                                                            
functions
• Test Objective
Verify interfaces and key performance–                                                                 
parameters
– Verify specification performance 













Ref: TR-2004(8583)-1 Rev A (MIL-STD 1540E) Table 7.3-1 
Subsystem Acceptance
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Ref: TR-2004(8583)-1 Rev A (MIL-STD 1540E) Table 7.3-2 
Subsystem Level Margins and 
Durations










V if i t f d k f– er y  n er aces an   ey per ormance 
parameters
– Validate operational capabilities 
– Validate specification requirements




















































































































































Ref: TR-2004(8583)-1 Rev A (MIL-STD 1540E) Table 8.3-1 
System Acceptance
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Ref: TR-2004(8583)-1 Rev A (MIL-STD 1540E) Table 8.3-2 
System Level Margins and Durations
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Courtesy of Integrated Ocean 
Observing System
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Simple Test that  Avoids Potential Fatality
Test Objectives – Pre‐Launch 
• Demonstrate readiness of the hardware, software, personnel, 







di l h– Assure rea ness to  aunc
• Demonstrate successful integration of the launch and space                                 
vehicles with the launch facility



































E d t d f ti lit d– ass proper es
• Mechanical fit checks and 
li



















Must Demonstrate Patch Capability Prior to Launch –
70Belsick AERO 399 Master Project

































• What non‐flight products are included?       
• How will you handle missing hardware and software?  
– Mass model?  Engineering unit? Simulator?
• What functional performance parameters will be monitored             
during a test?
– How will you monitor the performance parameters?
• Telemetry? Is sample rate adequate?       
• Hardwire?
• When are abbreviated functional tests acceptable?
– Which functional parameters constitute an abbreviated functional test?             
• Will tanks be loaded?  
– With what?  What about cryogenic fluids?
– Will operating pressures be used?
73Belsick AERO 399 Master Project
         






b f l 1 % f
Burn‐in
• Test Requirements




– M n mum    ours powere ‐on 
at high temeprature 
– Last 100 hours error free
























– Alignment pressure torque angle damping etc,  ,      ,   
• Configuration
– Bread board




T l t t ( ti )
What about the case where 
– e eme ry ra e  percep veness
– Simulators for companion signals
• Fail Criteria
– Outside specified performance parameters


















Photo courtesy of ESA
I iti l P f T t Fi d th
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n a  er ormance es  n s, e 













































































































Climatic R Y B B B R B R R R Salt spray, dust, humidity
Electromagnetic Y Y B B B B B B R R R Backup generator
Mechanical Y Y B B B B R R R Shock, vibration, acoustics
Natural Space B R R Radiation
P A bi Y Y B B B Y B Y R R R N l i i i b iressure‐ m ent orma  var at on  n  arometr c pressure
Strucutral Loading Y Y B B B B R R R R Gravity, aero, thermal, thrust, maneuver
Thermal  Y Y B B B Y B R R R Temperature variations, cycling
Vacuum B B B B








and after exposure to the mission dynamic environment and to demonstrate                     
design margin at qualification
• Test Types






















1 10 100 1000 10000
Frequency Range - Hertz
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– Large table with hydraulic actuators
0.001
10 100 1000 10000
Frequency (Hz)
Picture courtesy of  The Aerospace Institute





















P t f ll ff
Photo courtesy of NASA
– ar s  a  o
• Helpful Hints
– Unit should be powered
– Perform before thermal testing
82Belsick AERO 399 Master Project
     







T l di i l f l h d– o ensure pressure  oa ng surv va   or  ow mass to area  ar ware
• Test Requirements
– Reverberant chamber ‐ large concrete box with air or nitrogen horns

















P C i i• ass  r ter a
– No power intermittents observed during exposure
– No parts fell on floor





















B k b h• eam struc   y  ammer
• Vibration shaker
– Multiple times in each axis








Hi h l ti d d• g  reso u on nee e
• Relay chatter detection
• Test Challenges
Which units are susceptible–      
– Coverage by random environment
– Test Setup and Instrumentation




O t t t ti
Photo courtesy of  Dayton T. Brown, Inc 










– Peak g response from 100 to 10000 Hertz 200
300
Time His tory of Boost Vehic le - Upper Stage Separation Pyroshock





























– mpu se t me  story must e <   msec
– Damage potential
• Velocity> 50 in/sec = 0.8 x frequency
















– Typically identifies design deficiencies
10
3




























































Event Heating Source Cooling Environment
3
  
1 Factory Build/ 
Transportation
Ambient Temperature, Electronics Convection, Air Conditioning
2 Launch Pad Ambient Temperature, Electronics Convection, Air Conditioning
3 Initial Ascent Fairing Temperature Convection  
4 Payload Fairing Jettison Solar, Free-Molecular Heating, 
Earth IR, Albedo
Space Environment
5 Transfer Orbit, Park 
Orbit
































































• Failed heater or inadvertent operational mode
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the power on   
• Conclusion
– Screen is more effective with the UUT powered on
– More flaws are precipitated into failures         
– Failures are easier to detect
93Belsick AERO 399 Master Project
*Ref: K. L. Quart and I. Wong.  Proceedings IEEE Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, IEEE, New York, 
1990











Sensitivity to conduction x
Electrical Intermittence x x
Latent Defects/Failure Propagation x x
Thermal Stress Effects x x
Hardware Integration Verification x x
Thermal Vacuum is Not
  
Faster thermal transition rates x
94Belsick AERO 399 Master Project
    




























– Exercise all important heat flow paths and response of temperature‐sensitive                   
and mission critical equipment
• Thermal vacuum environment simulated                                        
with heat load techniques and chamber                                                     
cold wall
96Belsick AERO 399 Master Project


































Photo courtesy of The Aerospace Corporation
• Fa  Cr ter a
– Bursts, permanent deformation, proper torquing,                               
adequate regulation, etc






b t t ifi d flsu sys em mee s spec e   ow, 
pressure, and leakage rate 
requirements










electromagnetic environment and is not source           
of interference
– Demonstrates satisfactory electrical and 










Photo courtesy of NASA
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– For structure not vibration qualified: 4 times life             
– Other UUT: 2 times predicted operating life or service cycles
• Environment












B i• ear ngs
Bearing Under Test Aerospace Lab Ops




























TAR 0502 - Unit Failed
St db P T t
D
an y ower es .
Error in slice A.
Tester Wiring. No
Overstress to the UUT.
Repaired the Tester.
Repeated Test. LEGEND









Last Accept Test/Completed UnitGood Acceptance Retest
Insignificant Unplanned Events













Replaced Fuse F4 &
Transistors Q10,
Q11, & Q12









and Blown Fuse F4
Test Anomalies:
TAR 0515 - During TC#1
@ 11o F the Voltage
 
   .
Possible Stress to Q10
& Q12.
 -   
Between J2B-1 and J2B-













1.  See FRB 21045 for Detailed
Analysis and Corrective Action.
Failed Acceptance Test/Rework
Last Accept Test/Completed UnitGood Acceptance Retest
Insignificant Unplanned Events





















TP 2007109 TP 2007109
DTest Anomalies:
TAR 0525 - Unit Wouldn't Power on.
Test Cable Not Seated. No Overstress to
the UUT. Cable Reseated. Test
Repeated.
TAR 0526 - Erroneous Current Reading.
Tech Misinterpreted the Procedure No   .  
Overstress to the UUT. Test Continued.
Repeated Test. LEGEND








Last Accept Test/Completed UnitGood Acceptance Retest
Insignificant Unplanned Events



















TP 2007109 TP 2007110 TP 2007111
DD
Test Anomalies:
 TAR 0533 - Distorted
Test Anomalies:
TAR 0553 - Side "A" Section Failed to
CWave Forms.  Tester
Problem. No
Overstress to the
UUT.  Repaired Tester.
Continued Test.
ommand on. Test Equipment Anomaly. No
Overstress to the UUT. Test Repeated.
TAR 0586 - Unit Failed Temp Output Test.
Two Test Cables Miswired. Reworked
Cables. No Overstress to the UUT. Test



















Last Accept Test/Completed UnitGood Acceptance Retest
Insignificant Unplanned Events





















TP 2007112 TP 2007105
 
Repeated Test. LEGEND








Last Accept Test/Completed UnitGood Acceptance Retest
Insignificant Unplanned Events





















Functional, Vibration, Thermal Cycling, Thermal Vacuum
• Total test time:  8/22 - 10/9 = 7 weeks
• # Vibration test/retests = 2
• # Thermal cycle test/retest=2
• # partial retests = 5    
Repeated Test. LEGEND








Last Accept Test/Completed UnitGood Acceptance Retest
Insignificant Unplanned Events



















– Need to test software developed in current build with other software                     
developed in previous builds
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“Software has become the last refuge for fixing problems” 

































Si l t i l i t f
• Understand 
– Differences
Li it ti– mu a e s gna   n er aces
– Simulate orbital condition
• Flight software and databases
T f d d b
– m a ons
– Test specific responses
• Validate simulator/test bed
C l h fi i• est so tware an   ata ases
• Used to verify potential 
degrading requirements








Validated and Configuration Controlled Simulators
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“Although programmers testers and programming managers know that code must be
• Test case
 , ,         
designed and tested, many appear to be unaware that tests themselves must be designed and 
tested – designed by a process no less rigorus and no less controlled that that used for code.”*
















































t kl d– ex., ranges, ra es, wor oa
• Whitebox testing – code based testing
– Tester has knowledge of software’s structure 
NOT d b i
121Belsick AERO 399 Master Project































































U i d i i l di i f ll d b h– n t  es gn  nc u ng correct execut on o  a  statements an   ranc es
– All error and exception handling
– All software unit interfaces including limits and boundary conditions
Start up termination and restart– ‐ ,  ,   
– All algorithms
• Test legacy reuse software if










































































f d b i d d l / / i i ( ) i h
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Update system test cases and procedures
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through inspection process   
– Note: residual defects not discovered can lead to faults, failures, and 
anomalies
• Fault – flaw in system or software product that is discovered                   
through a test process
• Failure – inability of a system or component to perform its 










Severity Applies if a problem could:
1 a. Prevent the accomplishment of an operational or mission essential capability
b. Jeopardize safety, security, or other requirement designated “critical”
2 a. Adversely affect the accomplishment of an operational or mission essential
capability and no work-around solution is known
b. Adversely affect technical, cost, or schedule risks to the project or to life
cycle support of the system, and no work-around solution is known
3 a. Adversely affect the accomplishment of an operational or mission essential
bilit b t k d l ti i kcapa y u a wor -aroun so u on s nown
b. Adversely affect technical, cost, or schedule risks to the project or to life
cycle support of the system, but a work-around solution is known
4 a Result in user/operator inconvenience or annoyance but does not affect a.
required operational or mission essential capaility
b. Result in inconvenience or annoynace for development or maintenance
personnel, but does not prevent the accomplishment of those responsibilities
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5 Any other effect





























S f D li i N C i i l P h i
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120 2 Defects per KSLOC
Model Prediction
On-Orbit Anomalies























software related anomalies can       
and do damage space systems
– Effective testing minimizes the 






















Temperature dependent hardware–    
• ex., cryo payloads
You Can’t Develop SW in a 
Vacuum but You Should
135Belsick AERO 399 Master Project



























H d t fi d– ar er  o  n
– Takes longer to develop
– Increased chance that final 




































anomalies encountered in     
flight
– Set up the test program and test at 









ready byTh Ch i i O
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• All software has bugs     
• All interfaces (hardware to hardware, hardware to software, and 
software to software) have flaws beyond the individual elements
Standard interfaces aren’t–    
• Plan for anomalies – plan contingencies
• Design analysis frequently assumes ideal conditions






S top what you are doing         
W rite down the anomaly
A h i i  ssess t e s tuat on
T  roubleshoot methodically to determine root cause
D NOT b k fi ti ith t lti id di– o  rea  con gura on w ou  consu ng a w er au ence
– Understand consequences of activities
– Get a wider look at the problem, potential causes, and consequences 




Anomaly Interrupt Document Anomaly 
A A i i iDetected Test
Limited Troubleshooting






















































• It must be a power glitch or noise; nothng in
0




Series1 Series2 Series3 Series4








1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


















Document It Can’t Address if Not Known
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*Kelly McGee and Alex Rubin, Failure Data Capture Tool: The Quest for an Open Standard, 20th Aerospace Testing Seminar
   –        
Five Common Mistakes
• Sign errors





































































– Disposition: Product Restoration   
• Fix the product with the anomaly 
– Preventative: Process Restoration




Fix the Root Cause –
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protoqualification and acceptance of reworked flight hardware            , 
software, associated interfaces, and related interactions
– Rework and retest need the same system engineering persepctive and risk 
evalaution as original design manufacturing and test      ,  ,   
• Decisions to be made
– How much performance and environmental retest is needed
















H d h t f ll i S t T t– ar ware c angeou   o ow ng  ys em  es
• Penalty test plus normal retest
• Space vehicle retesting based on program risk assessment
Extent and impact of R&R assessed on case by case basis–               ‐ ‐  
– Assess residual risk of NOT retesting as part of decision process
• Unit pedigree traceability system provides valuable insight























































All Products have Defects 
The Challenge is to Find the Critical Ones!
Defect Attributes/Trends
35







1. Total data set is 166 items.






























































































































IUS Program by Test Type
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Mounting broken/loose X X X X X
   
Broken part X X X X
Shorted part X X X X
Defective part X X X X X
Defective board X X X X X
Broken/shorted/pinched wires X X X X X 
Defective/broken solder X X X X X
Contamination X X X X
Leaky gaskets/seals/RF X X X
Incorrect wiring/routing design X X X
Relay/switch chatter X X X 
Adjacent circuit board contact X X X
Premature wearout X X
Electromagnetic interference X
Insufficient design margn X X X X
C di h / i X
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orona  sc arge arc ng
Inadequeste tiedown of tubing/wiring X X X
Inadequate thermal design X X
Brittle material failure X


























































































































Parameter drift X X X X
Electrical intermittants
 ‐ Solder joints
X X X X X
 ‐ Loose joints
 ‐ Connectors




Parameters changing due to deflections X X X X
Loose hardware X X X
Moving parts binding X X
Leaky gaskets/seals X X X X 
Lubricants changing characteristics X X X
Material embrittlement X X X
Outgassing/contamination X X X
Degradation of electrical or thermal insulation X X
C di h / i X X
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– Determine pass/fail criteria BEFORE starting       
– Understand fidelity for demonstration and analysis
Validate Verify and Find and Fix Defects
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S tTest ys em
Subsystem
Subassembly/Unit
• Determine how to verify – requirement by requirement
Part
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– Most effective test is at the appropriate level On           
• Establish and execute an effective test 
program early
Keep the big picture in mind
‐
Orbit
Pre‐Launch–          
– Understand the programmatics
– May require additional upfront commitment 
and new software development methods
 
System 
End‐to‐End       
– Identify hardware and software resources 
needed
• Choose the right test approach for
System




Subassembly/Unit– Removing tests is a function of
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Part






U d d d d id “ h ” d “ h ” i b f i– n erstan  an   ec e  w y  an   w at  test  s  e ore start ng
– Test Like You Fly
• Software growth is posing a risk to the critical path
S ft i t t d l t– o ware  s no  a s an  a one sys em
– Increase in failures and escapes both during system test and on‐orbit
– Need to start qualification program early
• Execute planned and integrated software test program           
– Peer reviews and product evaluation required prior to testing
– Use the software test process
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